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Younger students have been learning short vowel sounds while reading, writing in
their journals, and mastering with activities. Coral reads a Froggy book and
searches for words with a short u sound. She & Jackson played a word sort game
to review all 5 short vowel sounds.

Hi! I’m Jackson, I’m
6 years old and this is
my second year at
Mandala. My family
is mom, dad, me,
and step dad. I have
two pets, Lucy and
Penny. My role
model is my
neighbor. If I had
one wish it would be
for my aunt to live in
Tonawanda. If I
could be anything I
would be the richest
man alive. When I
grow up I want to be
a pooper scooper.
Now for some of my
favorites: favorite
food is pizza, favorite
movie is Incredibles 2, favorite country is New York. My
favorite toy is my infinity gauntlet. My favorite thing to do is
play and my favorite subject is recess. My favorite animal is a
dog and my favorite dinosaur is the triceratops!

Cantilevered bridge in math

Student of the Week:
Jackson
“Dr. John, what is personal space?”

Fire building demo by Dr.
John as part of the Lewis &
Clark expedition unit.

Finn set the bar high with his book report
presentation on Wednesday! A 3D, handmade map
included rivers, hills, forests, and houses- The
setting of his book, Poppy and Poppy and Rye

Writing is more fun together! We
would like to see more
production from students in terms
of writing, both fiction and
nonfiction. Students had a
writer’s workshop on Thursday
afternoon. Kate & Coral wrote
and read a story together. Dr.
John scribed a story for Nolan,
and Luci helped Sia get her
thoughts down.

Youngest
students made
hats for Saint
Nicholas Day in
art class
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Weekend work:
Luci, Kate,
Keltrian, and Dr.
John fulfilled one
of Luci’s dreams to
make a pi pie last
week for our
harvest lunch.
Their math group
has begun parts of
a circle and area
of circles.

1. Fill out food journals for Friday
night - Monday Morning.
Everything you eat & drink needs
to be recorded! 🍎 🥐 🍿 🥜 🥑 🍓
If you forgot your journal please
write on paper and bring it to
school
2. Fill out picture day order form
and return by Tuesday.

